
Virginia Lee Dickens (a.k.a. FRATCH), born in 1963, is a photographer, artist, 
and graphic designer. She graduated in 1984 from the Ringling College of Art
and Design. Her major was illustration. Directly after Ringling, she continued her
studies in Advanced Portfolio at the School of Visual Arts, NYC.  

Virginia began her professional career freelancing at several well known New
York advertising firms and  illustrationing for the publishing industry. In 1987 she 

established Visions Advertising, a firm with its roots in publishing. By 2006 the firm began specializing
in Retail Technology. She packed up the paints and got down to the nitty gritty of computer generated
design and marketing. Indeed, these were the skills which would lead to her photography passion
and mixed media direction. “I loved the fact that I could combine so many of my skills to create unique
and personal works of art,” says Virginia. 

In 2009, a Near Death Experience (NDE) opened up a strong spiritual relationship with nature, 
human consciousness and her understanding of death and grief. While weed whacking in the yard, 
she disturbed a yellow jacket nest and was overcome by bee stings. The paramedics and her family
were instrumental in saving her life. What the artist experienced that day soon became the 
underpinning of her latest creations. 

Virginia creates her art by combining her photographs, paintings and sketches in Photoshop. 
The mixed media piece is then built up layer-by-layer, adding pieces of her photographs as she goes.
Virginia says, “When I create my art, I fall away from myself... almost trance-like. I feel I am simply the
conduit for some other intention.” These creations may have 60 layers or more and take 20 hours to
complete.

Virginia prints her creations on many varied substrates, including canvas, metal and fine art paper in
her studio. She assembles the frames and hand stretches her canvas works. Some canvas prints
receive another round of painting with acrylics and gel mediums. 

In 2015 Virginia sold her home of 18 years in Montville, NJ. She parted with most all of its 
contents and purchased a small motorhome. After spending the better part of 3 years exploring 
and photographing the United States and Canada, the artist has now settled down near her mom, 
in Bedford, VA. Virginia says she is looking forward to beginning the next chapter in her life and 
continuing to pursue her passions for making new friends and creating art in all forms.
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